Changes in maternal investment in eggs can affect population dynamics
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The way that mothers provision their offspring can have important consequences for their offspring’s performance throughout life. Models suggest that maternally induced variation in life histories may have large population dynamical effects, even perhaps driving cycles such as those seen in forest Lepidoptera. The evidence for large maternal influences on population dynamics is unconvincing, principally because of the difficulty of conducting experiments at both the individual and population level. In the soil mite, Sancassania barlesei, we show that there is a trade-off between a female’s fecundity and the per-egg provisioning of protein. The mother’s position on this trade-off depends on her current food availability and her age. Populations initiated with 250 eggs of different mean sizes showed significant differences in the population dynamics, converging only after three generations. Differences in the growth, maturation and fecundity of the initial cohort caused differences in the competitive environment for the next generation, which, in turn, created differences in their growth and reproduction. Maternal effects in one generation can therefore lead to population dynamical consequences over many generations. Where animals live in environments that are temporally variable, we conjecture that maternal effects could result in long-term dynamical effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Differential provisioning of offspring is a widespread phenomenon that has important consequences for offspring fitness (Rossiter 1996; Fox & Savalli 1998; Mousseau & Fox 1998; Einum & Fleming 2000; McIntyre & Gooding 2000). The transmission of maternal quality to offspring probably also has population dynamical consequences, because it leads to a time lag between the environment and the population response. In the presence of environmental fluctuations, the lag created by the delayed life-history effect typically also increases population variability and decreases its predictability (Benton et al. 2001b; Beckerman et al. 2002). In addition, maternal effects can theoretically lead to long-term deterministic population dynamical patterns such as population cycling seen in forest Lepidoptera and many microtine rodents (Ginzburg & Taneyhill 1994; Ginzburg 1998; Inchausti & Ginzburg 1998; Turchin & Hanski 2001; Shaw et al. 2004), or the relationship between population perturbations or size and the life history of cohorts of individuals (Albon et al. 1987; Myers et al. 1998; Erelli & Elkinton 2000; Forchhammer et al. 2001; Beckerman et al. 2002, 2003; Reid et al. 2003). A number of experiments have been conducted to investigate the strength of maternal influence on individual performance in a range of animals (e.g. Erelli & Elkinton 2000; Ergon et al. 2001; Banks & Powell 2004), which have generally found maternal effects to be either absent or weak. The conclusions from these studies are that although maternal effects could drive important features of population dynamics, the maternal effects observed probably have a minor influence on population dynamics.

Previous studies are typically limited because they are correlational in nature, or, if experimental, they have been able to study sufficiently realistic population biology owing to the inherent difficulties of conducting population-level experiments. We use an invertebrate model system to describe simultaneously patterns of reproductive
investment and conduct replicated, population-level experiments to show directly, for the first time in any organism, the impact of maternal effects on the population dynamics.

2. METHODS

(a) Study organism

Sancassania berlesei mites were collected from agricultural muck heaps in 1998 and kept in cultures in excess of $1 \times 10^5$ individuals. General laboratory methods can be found in (Benton et al. 2001a; Beckerman et al. 2003).

(b) Reproductive allocation experiment

In October 2001, animals were taken from stock culture (high density, low per capita food) and placed into a common garden with greater per capita food than stock. After two weeks, eggs were collected and assigned in batches of 30 to 12 culture tubes. These were randomly assigned to four treatment groups, differing in the per capita food supply (1, 5, 10 or 20 rods of powdered ‘instant’ yeast per day, each approximately $0.13 \text{mg} \pm \text{s.d. 0.03}$). Upon maturation, adults were allocated in groups of three pairs, to four treatment groups, each with three replicates. The treatment groups differed in per capita food availability from 1 to 4 rods of food per female per day. From maturation, the animals were transferred to a new culture tube daily, and the eggs counted. The eggs from days 2–4, 9–11 and 15–19 of the adult’s lives were collected for subsequent assay of protein content.

(c) Protein assay

Eggs were collected in Eppendorf tubes and stored at $-20^\circ \text{C}$. The tubes were kept on ice during extraction. The eggs were initially washed in 750 $\mu\text{l}$ distilled water and then washed three times by repeated spinning (maximum speed in Heraeus microfuge), removal of supernatant and re-suspension in 500 $\mu\text{l}$ distilled water. The protein was extracted by repeated (five times) homogenization in 0.1% Triton-X-100 and spinning ($>0.25 \mu\text{l}$ per egg). Extracts were boiled for 2 min and spun for 3 min. The supernatant was used as per the method of Sedmak & Grossberg (1977). We added 250 $\mu\text{l}$ of G250 dye to 12.5 $\mu\text{l}$ of protein solution placed in a microtitre plate. The tray was then gently shaken and the absorbance at 620 nm was read using a Versa Max microplate reader with SoftMaxPro software.

(d) Population experiment

In August 2003, eggs were collected from parental cultures that had been fed on ‘high food’ or ‘low food’. To reduce the impact of unwanted maternal effects (which can last for at least three generations; S. J. Plaistow et al., unpublished work), the high-food cultures ($n=3$) were fed yeast in excess for 60 days (equivalent to about four to six generations). The low-food cultures were stock cultures ($n=2$) maintained at population dynamical equilibrium (between $10^5$ and $10^6$ mites). Juveniles were isolated from stock and allowed to mature into adults. Following maturation, approximately 300 adult females (high-food stocks) and 2400 females (low-food stocks) were placed in six culture tubes (high food) or 12 (low food). These females were transferred to clean tubes each day, ensuring that eggs collected all came from the same day of laying. Eggs were assigned to $n=5$ culture tubes at random, until there were 250 eggs per tube. One culture tube (in the low food = large egg treatment) was discarded as the tube consistently dehydrated, leaving four replicates.

Each day, the numbers of eggs, juveniles and adults were counted under a Leica MZ8 binocular microscope, using a handheld tally counter, a sampling grid scratched on to the plaster base of the tube. All adults were counted; juveniles and eggs were initially counted throughout the tube, but after numbers exceeded 1000, the juveniles and eggs were counted from a randomly selected quarter of the tube. Every day, each tube received two drops of water and a single granule of active dried yeast, sieved for conformance (a sample of which was weighed at 1.08 mg ± s.e. 0.03, $n=100$).

(e) Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS (www.insightful.com). Analysis of the assay experiment involved a mixed-effects model fitted using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). REML accounts for the repeated measures of eggs within the lifetime of each culture tube and also that tube is a random factor.

Owing to temporal changes in the autocovariance structure of the time-series, fitting standard autoregressive models to the data is not appropriate (e.g. the generation time is density dependent, so there is no fixed time-delay in the dynamics). Instead, significant divergence between time-series was assessed by estimating the bootstrap confidence intervals for the five replicate cultures at each time point. In cases where the confidence intervals around the means did not overlap, we assumed that the time-series are different.

3. RESULTS

(a) Reproductive allocation

In the soil mite, S. berlesei, there are strong maternal influences on individual performance. For example, juveniles experiencing a low-food environment mature after $14.3 \pm 0.3$ days if their mothers also came from low-food environments, but after $23.0 \pm 0.7$ days if their mothers came from high-food environments (Plaistow et al. 2004). To test whether these maternal effects were caused by changes in females’ egg provisioning strategies, we reared groups of mites on different per capita food supplies. During adulthood, we tallied the fecundity (eggs per female per day), and at three stages in the life cycle (young, middle-aged and old) we sampled the eggs and assayed their crude protein.

There is a positive linear relationship between median egg size (measured using an eyepiece graticule) and protein content ($F_{1,34}=12.3$, $p=0.001$, $R^2=24\%$), so eggs are larger as a result of greater provisioning by mothers. There is a strong negative relationship between the protein allocation per egg and the mother’s daily fecundity (figure 1a). The position of females on this trade-off is influenced by their age and their food supply (figure 1b; table 1). Well-fed females typically lay more but less well-provisioned eggs than poorly fed females. In addition, well-fed females, towards the end of their life, switch to laying fewer, better provisioned, eggs (figure 1b).

(b) Differences in egg sizes lead to differences in population dynamics

Having established that mothers’ provisioning of eggs varies with variation in maternal resources, we conducted an experiment to evaluate the population dynamical
consequences of variation in provisioning. We created variation in egg sizes by collecting eggs from high density, low per capita food cultures, or low density, high per capita food cultures, and confirmed, by measurement, that these eggs were significantly different sizes as expected.

Table 1. Statistical analysis of the reproductive allocation data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factor</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>3, 8</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fecundity</td>
<td>1, 17</td>
<td>29.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>1, 17</td>
<td>35.78</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fecundity*age</td>
<td>1, 17</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.0548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food*age</td>
<td>3, 17</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(low-food culture: 0.198±0.011 mm; high-food culture: 0.183±0.013 mm, ts = 3.6, p = 0.0011).

There are marked differences in the population trajectories caused by initial differences in the egg sizes, which last far beyond the original generation (figure 2). The largest difference between treatments occurs as the offspring of the original cohort die and the grand-offspring recruit to adulthood (days 50–70; figure 2c). At the end of the experiment, the dynamics approach equilibrium, but the differences in stage structure throughout the experiment mean that the stable stage distribution is approached by markedly different trajectories in phase space (figure 3). At day 92, after about three generations, the populations are close to equilibrium age and stage structure; at this time there were no significant differences in average egg, or adult, sizes between treatments (mixed effects models, tube nested within treatment: eggs F1,8 = 1.51, p = 0.25, males: F1,8 = 0.95, p = 0.39, females: F1,8 = 0.03, p = 0.88, n = 5 measurements per tube).

(c) Disentangling the mechanisms giving rise to the dynamics

The biological mechanisms by which the initial differences in egg size are propagated into population trajectories are complex. Large eggs from poorly fed mothers hatched significantly earlier than smaller eggs from well-fed mothers (low food: first egg hatched day 2, median egg hatched day 3; high food: first hatch day 3, median day 3), suggesting that well-provisioned eggs undergo faster development (figure 2a; Einum 2003). As a result, the juveniles grew faster and matured to adulthood earlier (median maturation day for low-food eggs was day 9 cf. day 11; figure 2b), but had lower survival (large eggs: peak number of F1 adults 133.4, 95% CI 112.6–155.6, small eggs: peak F1 adults 157.2, 95% CI 133–171). The lower density of F1 adults in the large-egg cultures lead to higher per capita fecundity, resulting in similar total numbers of F2 eggs laid (peak eggs 1333, 95% CI 1034–1581 for small-egg cultures, 1370, 95% CI 1150–1565 for large-egg cultures). Although there were similar numbers of eggs laid, in the large-egg cultures there was a much lower peak juvenile density (mean 1063, 95% CI 836–1337, versus mean 1863, 95% CI 1392–2146 on day 21, figure 2b), suggesting a marked difference in either hatching rate or early juvenile survival. Thus, large eggs hatched first and led to earlier-recruiting, but fewer adults, which had higher fecundity, but whose...
eggs had a lower hatching success (which is consistent with larger F1 mothers laying smaller eggs that pay a survival penalty in a highly competitive environment; Einum & Fleming 1999; McIntyre & Gooding 2000; Shertzer & Ellner 2002).

The existence of high-density versus low-density cohorts of juveniles in the F2 generation in turn leads to further differences in the dynamics. Increased competition in the high-density cohort leads to lower juvenile growth rates. Juvenile growth rate influences the size and age at which individuals mature. The relationship between size and age at maturity is ‘L’ shaped (Beckerman et al. 2003; Plaistow et al. 2004), with fast growing individuals maturing at the same age (and varying in size) and slow-growing individuals maturing at the minimum size (and varying in age; Plaistow et al. 2004). In the low-density cohorts, individuals receive more food, grow faster and mature simultaneously and at a large size. A cohort of adults maturing simultaneously will tend to die off simultaneously, giving rise to a ‘cohort cycle’. The subsequent death of a cohort of adults reduces competition, allowing juveniles to grow and mature together, thereby creating another cohort of adults. This pattern is visible in the large-egg cultures following the low-density juvenile F2 cohort (figure 2c, F2 cohort, days 25–55 and F3 cohort, days 55–90). Conversely, in the cultures with the high density of F2 juveniles, competition reduces food availability. Consequently, juveniles can only recruit when adult density declines to very low levels. Even then, food remains scarce, so individuals grow slowly and mature at different times, when each reaches the minimum size. This leads to a blurring of the cohort structure and no pronounced cohort cycles (figure 2c); instead there is an oscillation around the equilibrium adult population size which includes individuals from the F2 and F3 generations (figure 2c, days 30–90).

Figure 2. Population dynamics’ time-series. The data are the means (with 95% bootstrapped CI) of cultures started from 250 eggs that came from high-food females who laid smaller eggs (filled symbols, n = 5 cultures) or low-food females who laid larger eggs (open symbols, n = 4 cultures). For each population stage (a) eggs, (b) juveniles, (c) adults), the inset graph shows the development of the initial F1 cohort.

Figure 3. Graphical descriptions of the difference in the population time-series shown in figure 2. (a) The average time-series of the adult:juvenile (A:J) ratio, with lines fitted as a 12 d.f. spline, showing how stage structure changes during the experiment. (b) Phase portrait in the adult:juvenile phase plane. The stable age distribution is approached in different ways by the different treatment groups. Each point is the treatment average at each time.
4. DISCUSSION

This study shows that by changing the per capita investment in offspring, maternal effects can give rise to long-lasting differences in the population trajectories. The population dynamical effects arise through two interlinked mechanisms. Firstly, maternal effects may last more than one generation: egg size influences growth rate, which influences age and size at maturity, which influences egg size (S. J. Plaistow et al., unpublished work). Secondly, maternal allocation may indirectly affect growth rates by changing the competitive environment for offspring. This indirect effect arises due to the negative trade-off between the number and quality of offspring. Deciding to lay many eggs may increase the future competition for resources as well as reducing the per capita provisioning of each egg. Changing the juvenile competitive environment changes growth rates and sizes/ages at maturation, which, in turn, affects the allocation decisions the adults make.

The population response to any particular environmental state is probably to be contingent on details of the population structure at the time of the perturbation (Coulson et al. 2001; Clutton-Brock & Coulson 2002). Our results indicate that the differences in initial structure created by differences in egg size lead to different population trajectories for several generations, even though the populations were experiencing the same, constant environment. Thus, a sequence of identical environmental perturbations applied to populations that have different initial size structures will lead to different population responses, as the effects of each perturbation will be propagated differently over time. This will occur because differences in the population structure create differences in the competition, and therefore per capita food availability. In turn, food availability changes the life history (growth, maturation, reproductive allocation), which further changes the population structure. Such mechanisms may explain why population synchrony is often lower than expected from the synchrony in the environment (Keeling & Grenfell 1999; Benton et al. 2001a). Interestingly, our data suggest that environmental states that give rise to cohorts of large eggs could ‘restart’ the cohort cycles which would otherwise decay away in constant conditions, leading to sustained periodic population fluctuations. Such states could arise through seasonal forcing or occasional catastrophic conditions.

We interpret the reproductive allocation patterns as an adaptive response to different resource levels. In a population setting, females will only be well fed if the population density is low. In such cases, the juvenile environment will tend not to be competitive and the advantage of laying larger eggs is offset by the fitness benefit of laying more eggs. Conversely, low-food environments are representative of high-competition environments, in which case better-provisioned offspring may do better than more poorly provisioned offspring from larger broods. This relationship is reminiscent of r- and K-selected strategies (MacArthur & Wilson 1967), and the plasticity of this response suggests that the population dynamics of this species naturally includes considerable variation in resources. The terminal reproductive investment of well-fed females may be due to their high reproductive output predicting that the juvenile environment will become more competitive, making large egg size a more profitable strategy (Glazier 1992).

Recent population models including maternal effects (Ginzburg & Tanevhill 1994; Inchausti & Ginzburg 1998; Ginzburg 1998) assume that there is a positive relationship between fecundity and maternal quality (defined, for example, as biomass; Ginzburg & Tanevhill 1994), and that high-quality mothers give rise to high-quality offspring. Our data suggest that the first assumption is correct, but the second one may not be: during part of their life, well-fed mothers give rise to eggs with less protein than more poorly fed mothers. Changing this assumption in the models (see Electronic Appendix) shows that maternal effects can still destabilize the population dynamics and lead to population cycles. However, these cycles are alternating high- and low-quality cohorts, and so are much shorter cycles than if offspring and maternal quality are positively associated (Ginzburg & Tanevhill 1994).

The initial cohorts of eggs were derived from stock cultures whose resources had differed for 2 months. It is possible that selection in these initial high-versus low-food cultures, rather than plastic changes in provisioning, led to the initial changes in egg size and dynamics. In this case, had the pre-experimental conditions caused notable genetic divergence between treatments, we might expect that the initial differences in individuals’ sizes between treatments would be maintained during the experiment. After the population dynamics converged, analysis of body sizes showed that size differences were also transient, suggesting that the differences we observed are the result of plasticity rather than selection.
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